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Section 1
Iron is the fourth most abundant element on the earth crust as well as
an essential nutrient for all living organisms. The cycling of iron between the
environment and biological systems and the microbial-mediated
transformation between Fe2+ and Fe3+ has a significant impact on the
biogeochemistry of the environment. The recently discovered microbiallymediated anaerobic nitrate-dependent oxidation of Fe2+ has been shown to
play an important role in global iron biogeochemical cycling. Furthermore,
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the formation of iron oxide from anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe2+ oxidation
results in the adsorption and precipitation of soluble toxic heavy metals and
radionuclides from surrounding environment. Therefore, this metabolism has
been attracting more and more attention because this process could serve as
a cost-effective way to co-remediate nitrate, heavy metals and radionuclides
at contaminated sites.
Little is known about the molecular genetics of the anaerobic nitratedependent Fe2+ oxidation pathway so far. Previous studies in our lab using a
microarray approach on Dechloromonas aromatica RCB uncovered the likely
involvement of lipoproteins, transmembrane proteins in major operons,
cytochromes and signal transduction enzymes in this metabolism. In an
effort to further elucidate the metabolic process, a recently isolated
bacterium strain Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY capable of anaerobic nitratedependent Fe2+ oxidation was selected as a model organism in this study. By
utilizing a 2-dimensional electrophoresis method, a list of candidate proteins
which exhibited elevated levels of expression were identified by the
comparison of whole cell protein profile between Fe2+-oxidizing strain TPSY
cells and control cells.
Conserved domain analysis of the protein candidates along with the
locus analysis of their corresponding genes revealed two operons
(Dtpsy_1460-1463 and Dtpsy_3433-3438) that could encode key
components in the anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe2+ oxidation pathway. An
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outer membrane efflux pump protein complex encoded by the Dtpsy_14601463 operon could play a role in the exportation of periplasmic-accumulated
Fe3+ as a detoxification procedure. In addition, a putative ferric reductase
protein Dtpsy_3433 and cytochrome reductase-like protein Dtpsy_3436 are
likely critical electron transport chain components in this metabolism.
Quantitative reverse transcription PCR provided further evidence for the
involvement of this operon by demonstrating the transcriptional level upregulation of the genes in the Dtpsy_3433-3438 operon.
This study serves as the first attempt to identify the proteins and
genes responsible for anaerobic nitrate-dependent iron oxidation in
Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY. This work has led to the successful
identification of a few key proteins and genes responsible for anaerobic
nitrate-dependent Fe2+ oxidation, thus providing information important for
the elucidation of other components in this electron transport pathway.

Section 2
Perchlorate is a wide-spread contaminant detected in drinking water
and ground water systems in the United States. The current development of
a highly sensitive enzymatic bioassay for in situ perchlorate concentration
quantification created a need for high-quality and low-cost perchlorate
reductase.
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Perchlorate reductase, originally isolated from DPRB (dissimilatory
perchlorate reducing bacteria), is encoded by an operon containing four
genes, pcrABCD. Enzymatically active perchlorate reductase purified by
traditional methods is composed of two structural subunits, PcrA and PcrB,
encoded by the pcrA and pcrB genes, respectively. The lengthy traditional
protein purification process and the slow growth rate of DPRB hinder the
industrial mass production of this enzyme.
In this study, we report an attempt to use E. coli host to overexpress
perchlorate reductase and use a polyhistidine tag to enable ease of the
subsequent purification. The pcrAB genes encoding the structural subunits of
perchlorate reductase were cloned into an expression vector in E. coli. The
purification of the recombinant perchlorate reductase was performed under
strict anaerobic and denaturing conditions and a highly purified form of the
enzyme was obtained. Possible solutions to avoid the formation of inclusion
bodies while still maintaining the enzyme activity were discussed. This work
proved the feasibility of recombinant perchlorate reductase expression using
an E.coli host and the usefulness of the histidine tag in the purification
process.
In addition, this work provided insights into factors that need to be
taken into future consideration in order to obtain the recombinant enzyme
with full enzymatic activity. As a final goal, this study will contribute to the
development of enzyme-based bioassay for the detection of perchlorate in
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the environment by lowering the production and purification cost of its key
component, the perchlorate reductase.

v

PREFACE
This dissertation consists of two sections, each of which focuses on
different aspects of the manipulation and the analysis of proteins from
different microorganisms.
The primary emphasis of this dissertation will be on the first section,
the Identification of Proteins and Genes Responsible for Microbial Anaerobic
Nitrate-Dependent Iron Oxidation. The microbial anaerobic nitratedependent iron oxidation has broad impact on the biochemical cycling of iron
element on the earth’s crust and promising applications in the
bioremediation of toxic heavy metals and radionuclides. In order to
understand the molecular genetics and electron transfer pathway of this
metabolism, bacterium Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY was used as a model
organism. A combination of proteomics approach and quantitative reverse
transcription PCR technique was employed to analyze key candidate proteins
and their corresponding genes. With the aid of bioinformatics tools, the
theoretical roles of the candidate proteins were generated and a
hypothesized model of the electron transfer pathway was brought forth.
The second section represents a project conducted in my early Ph.D.
program. This project focused on the overexpression in E. coli of perchlorate
reductase from dissimilatory perchlorate-reducing bacteria. The development
of a highly sensitive and cost-effective enzymatic bioassay for the in situ
perchlorate concentration quantification created a need for high quality and
vi

low-cost perchlorate reductase suitable for industrial application. In this
section, I report an attempt to use E. coli host to overexpress perchlorate
reductase and use a polyhistidine tag to enable ease of the subsequent
purification. The successful expression and purification of the recombinant
perchlorate reductase was achieved whereas the enzymatic activity could
not be preserved. So further work needed for the maintenance of full
enzyme activity of the recombinant perchlorate reductase was discussed.
These two sections combined represent my Ph. D. research which
spans from the analysis of one target protein to the manipulation of complex
protein samples in the field of microbial protein biochemistry.
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SECTION 1

ABSTRACT
Iron is the fourth most abundant element on the earth crust as well as
an essential nutrient for all living organisms. The cycling of iron between the
environment and biological systems and the microbial-mediated
transformation between Fe2+ and Fe3+ has a significant impact on the
biogeochemistry of the environment. The recently discovered microbiallymediated anaerobic nitrate-dependent oxidation of Fe2+ has been shown to
play an important role in global iron biogeochemical cycling. Furthermore,
the formation of iron oxide from anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe2+ oxidation
results in the adsorption and precipitation of soluble toxic heavy metals and
radionuclides from surrounding environment. Therefore, this metabolism has
been attracting more and more attention because this process could serve as
a cost-effective way to co-remediate nitrate, heavy metals and radionuclides
at contaminated sites.
Little is known about the molecular genetics of the anaerobic nitratedependent Fe2+ oxidation pathway so far. Previous studies in our lab using a
microarray approach on Dechloromonas aromatica RCB uncovered the likely
involvement of lipoproteins, transmembrane proteins in major operons,
cytochromes and signal transduction enzymes in this metabolism. In an
effort to further elucidate the metabolic process, a recently isolated
1

bacterium strain Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY capable of anaerobic nitratedependent Fe2+ oxidation was selected as a model organism in this study. By
utilizing a 2-dimensional electrophoresis method, a list of candidate proteins
which exhibited elevated levels of expression were identified by the
comparison of whole cell protein profile between Fe2+-oxidizing strain TPSY
cells and control cells.
Conserved domain analysis of the protein candidates along with the
locus analysis of their corresponding genes revealed two operons
(Dtpsy_1460-1463 and Dtpsy_3433-3438) that could encode key
components in the anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe2+ oxidation pathway. An
outer membrane efflux pump protein complex encoded by the Dtpsy_14601463 operon could play a role in the exportation of periplasmic-accumulated
Fe3+ as a detoxification procedure. In addition, a putative ferric reductase
protein Dtpsy_3433 and cytochrome reductase-like protein Dtpsy_3436 are
likely critical electron transport chain components in this metabolism.
Quantitative reverse transcription PCR provided further evidence for the
involvement of this operon by demonstrating the transcriptional level upregulation of the genes in the Dtpsy_3433-3438 operon.
This study serves as the first attempt to identify the proteins and
genes responsible for anaerobic nitrate-dependent iron oxidation in
Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY. This work has led to the successful
identification of a few key proteins and genes responsible for anaerobic
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nitrate-dependent Fe2+ oxidation, thus providing information important for
the elucidation of other components in this electron transport pathway.
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INTRODUCTION
Heavy metals and radionuclide contamination. Radionuclides are
naturally-occurring metal elements in the earth’s crust and mostly exist at
stable and low levels that do not usually pose a public health threat.
However, due to the extensive utilization of radionuclides by human activity,
significant amounts of radionuclides have been released into the
environment in the production of nuclear fuel, nuclear weapon testing, and
the mining of uranium (60, 61). Radioactive waste produced during the
nuclear fuel cycle results in soil and ground water contamination through
dispersion by wind, water or leaching (60, 61). In the United States alone,
the Department of Energy’s nuclear installations contain 1.7 trillion gallons
of contaminated ground water and 40 million cubic meters of contaminated
soil, over 50% of which is comprised of radionuclides besides toxic heavy
metals such as lead, chromium, and mercury (60, 61). Thus, there is an
urgent need for the remediation of toxic metals and radionuclides.
The prevailing decontamination strategies nowadays are both
expensive and labor intensive. A more environmental-friendly and
economical approach towards the remediation of heavy metal and
radionuclides would involve the use of microbially-mediated reactions that
degrade or transform the toxic contaminants into less toxic compounds in
situ without the risk of introducing additional possible contaminants.
Biological immobilization of soluble contaminants. The solubility of
4

heavy metals and radionuclides renders them mobile from one contaminated
site to the peripheral environment through ground water movement (20),
thus posing excessive challenges for remediation. Uranium is the most
common radionuclide in contaminated soil and ground water and is therefore
of particular concern. Uranium in contaminated sites mainly exists in the
soluble U(VI) form and its property of adsorption to heterogeneous surfaces
provides a method to remove U(VI) from solution by precipitation (7).
Adsorption of heavy metals and radionuclides to iron oxides has been
recognized as an important approach to immobilize these compounds by
precipitating them into a solid form (7, 20, 31, 56, 57, 96, 111, 112).
Employing the natural microbial community’s ability to bio-oxidize Fe(II), the
addition of Fe(II) and growth stimulating nutrition like preferred carbon
source should facilitate the formation of iron oxides and result in the
precipitation of heavy metals and radionuclides (57). Previous studies with
Dechloromonas species successfully demonstrated the rapid removal of
uranium and cobalt from solution during microbially-mediated iron oxide
formation (57), further confirming the importance and the feasibility of the
biological immobilization in the process of heavy metal and radionuclide
bioremediation. Consequently, the understanding of the mechanisms and the
regulatory factors involved in microbially-mediated iron oxidation becomes
pivotal in order for us to fully utilize the potential of this metabolism.
Biochemical iron cycling. Iron is the fourth most abundant element in
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the earth’s crust (22). Its form of existence, distribution, and bioavailability
exerts significant impact on the environment of living organisms. A brief
model of this cycle has been recently summarized: first, microorganisms
acquire iron for biochemical requirements in oxygenated, circumneutral pH
environments, where the solubility of Fe(III) oxides is extremely low; second,
aerobic and anaerobic autotrophic bacteria gain energy for growth from the
oxidation of dissolved and solid-phase Fe(II) compounds to Fe(III) oxides;
third, heterotrophic Fe(III)-reducing bacteria close the chemical loop by
reducing solid-phase Fe(III) minerals back into dissolved and solid-phase
Fe(II) (54). These metabolic processes are additionally coupled with the
cycling of other major nutrients (e.g. carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur) and
trace elements (e.g. phosphorus, nickel) (54), controlling a complicated
element cycling network in a variety of environments. As an important part
of the cycle, the microbial community-mediated oxidation of Fe2+ was
described in a broad spectrum of environmental conditions (34, 53, 56, 101,
102, 114, 116-118)
Fe(II) oxidation by phototrophic Fe(II)-oxidizing bacteria.
Anoxygenic photosynthesis in the presence of Fe(II) is thought to be one of
the most ancient forms of metabolism. Early studies revealed that this
metabolism could be mediated by anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria (34, 43,
44, 53, 118), and Rhodovulum iodosum sp. nov. and Rhodovulum
robiginosum sp. nov. were the first two reported marine phototrophic ferrous
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iron-oxidizing purple bacteria strains capable of anoxygenic photosynthesis
with ferrous iron as the sole electron donor (102). Studies on the molecular
basis for this process in Rhodopseudomonas palustris TIE-1 revealed the
involvement of the pioABC operon (48) which encodes a c-type cytochrome
(PioA), a putative outer membrane beta-barrel protein (PioB), and a high
potential iron sulfur protein. The PioA cytochrome is essential and
responsible for most of the Fe(II) oxidation activity in this bacterium (48). In
addition, experiments performed on Rhodobacter Strain SW2 suggested the
involvement of another three-gene operon foxEYZ (25). This operon encodes
a c-type cytochrome FoxE, a redox cofactor-containing protein FoxY, and
transport function-related protein FoxZ. Through a heterologouscomplementation approach, the expression of the foxEYZ operon was proved
to enhance light-dependent Fe(II) oxidation activity (25). Notably, both of
these studies highlighted the involvement of c-type cytochromes as
important components in this metabolism. However, this type of metabolism
was completely dependent on the availability of light and thus highly limited
below the photic zone. Despite the significance of this metabolism to iron
cycling in the earth's crust, its dependence on light highly limited its
practical application to the bioremediation of soluble heavy metals and
radionuclides because of the unavailability of light at most contaminated
sites.
Microbially-mediated aerobic Fe(II) oxidation. Information regarding
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the physiology and molecular genetics of aerobic iron oxidation metabolism
were mostly obtained from studies on chemoautotrophs Thiobacillus
ferrooxidans and Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans at acidic pH with oxygen as
the terminal electron acceptor (32, 35, 97, 103-105). A proteomics approach
indicated the likely involvement of rusticyanin, cytochrome c-552, a putative
phosphate binding protein, the small and large subunits of ribulose
biphosphate carboxylase, and a putative CbbQ (Calvin-Benson-Bassham)
protein (89). Later, iron oxidase reconstitution experiments further
confirmed that the rusticyanin, cytochrome c, and aa3-type cytochrome
oxidase are essential for iron oxidase activity (105). However, these studies
do not necessarily shed light on the mechanisms of anaerobic nitratedependent iron oxidation. The redox potential of Fe3+/Fe2+ at pH 2 is +770
mV, while at pH 7 it drops to +220 mV (67), indicating a completely
different biochemical pathway is involved. In addition, soluble Fe2+ remains
stable in the presence of oxygen at low pH but primarily exists as solidphase Fe2+ minerals at neutral pH (116), indicating a significantly different
enzymatic activity and mechanism is required.
Microbially-mediated anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidation.
Only recently it was discovered that anaerobic iron oxidation could be
mediated by nitrate-respiring microorganisms and this metabolism has been
demonstrated in a diverse range of environments (40, 42, 56, 75, 101, 114,
116, 117). Contrary to phototrophic iron oxidation, this metabolism could
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take place in the absence light so it likely exerts a greater significance on a
global scale. The circumneutral iron oxidation with nitrate as the electron
acceptor was first observed in a lithoautotrophic enrichment culture from
brackish water sediment in Bremen, Germany (101). Since then, the
discovery of a hyperthermophilic archaea capable of anaerobic iron oxidation
further demonstrated the wide distribution of this metabolism in the
phylogeny of life (40). Considering nitrate is usually present as a cocontaminant in heavy metal-contaminated sites (36), light-independent
microbially-mediated anaerobic nitrate-dependent iron oxidation may
provide a solution for the bioremediation of heavy metals and radionuclides
as well as nitrate.
Fe(II)-oxidizing Dechloromonas aromatica strain RCB.
Dechloromonas aromatica strain RCB is a member of the β subclass of the
Proteobacteria. It was originally isolated from sediments collected from
Potomac River, Maryland, based on its ability to anaerobically metabolize 4chlorobenzoate coupled to perchlorate reduction (21). Strain RCB is also
capable of anaerobic benzene oxidation with NO3- as the electron acceptor
(21) and the oxidation of reduced humic substances, Fe(II) or sulfide with
the reduction of chlorate (2, 21). Strain RCB has served as a model
organism in previous studies in our lab for the study of the molecular
genetics of the benzene oxidation pathway, the perchlorate reduction
pathway and the anaerobic oxidation of Fe(II) (Drs. Rikhi Gon and Dr.
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Stacey Taft, unpublished data). In particular, a combination of microarray
and RNA arbitrarily primed-PCR approach was employed by Dr. Stacey Taft
to identify the genes responsible for anaerobic iron oxidation in strain RCB.
The candidate genes identified from her experiments included several
hypothetical proteins, lipoproteins, transmembrane proteins in major
operons, cytochromes and signal transduction enzymes (S.R. Taft,
unpublished data). These data provided valuable information toward further
in-depth investigations into the anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidation
pathway.
Fe(II) oxidizing Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY. Acidovorax ebreus
strain TPSY is a motile, Gram-negative, facultative anaerobe belonging to
the β subclass of the Proteobacteria. It was originally isolated from
uranium- and nitrate-contaminated ground water collected from the
Department of Energy ERS Field Center at Oakridge, TN. The 3.6 MB
genome of strain TPSY has been sequenced and contains 3,544 candidate
protein coding genes, 2701 of which have predicted functions and 958
predicted to encode enzymes (http://genome.ornl.gov/microbial/diap/).
When grown anaerobically on nitrate and acetate, strain TPSY has an
optimum temperature of 37oC at pH 7.25 (115). Besides nitrate, it can also
grow on nitrite and nitrous oxide via denitrification with the production of N2
gas as the end product (115). In addition to its capability of anaerobic iron
oxidation coupled with the reduction of nitrate at circumneutral pH, strain
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TPSY is also capable of nitrate-dependent uranium oxidation and humic
substances oxidation (115, 117). Strain TPSY’s ability to grow
mixotrophically with Fe(II) as the electron donor and nitrate as the electron
acceptor in the presence of a carbon source, along with its much higher
growth rate than that of D. aromatica, makes it a perfect model organism for
the study of molecular genetics of anaerobic nitrate-dependent iron
oxidation when a proteomics approach is used.
Regarding strain TPSY’s ability to reduce Fe(III), limited reduction of
Fe(III) to Fe(II) was observed only in the initial transfer of strain TPSY from
a culture pre-grown actively on nitrate and acetate into fresh anaerobic
medium amended with NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid) chelated Fe(III) as the sole
electron acceptor, but continuous culturing could not be achieved under
Fe(III)-reducing conditions (117). Previous work in our lab also confirmed
that the amendment of Fe(III)-NTA in culture medium exerted little impact
on the growth of strain TPSY compared to culture medium without any
amendment (S.R. Taft. et al, unpublished data), suggesting that nitrate is
the preferred electron acceptor when both nitrate and Fe(III) are present. In
the current study, Fe(III)-NTA amendment was used as a non-iron-oxidizing
environmental control.
Previous work by our lab conducted on the generation of iron-oxidizing
mutant TPSY strains using transposon mutagenesis resulted in seven ironoxidation deficient TPSY strains. Four of the seven mutants were identified to
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have mutations in genes that encode an inner membrane protein, a signal
transduction protein, a putative lipoprotein, and a regulatory DNA-binding
protein (Dr. Stacey Taft, dissertation). The protein candidates identified from
transposon mutagenesis performed on Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY share
significant functional similarity with the microarray assay performed on
Dechloromonas aromatica RCB, suggesting the possible existence of a
universal anaerobic nitrate-dependent iron oxidation pathway in the
Proteobacteria.
Importance of this study. Since iron is the fourth most abundant
element of the earth’s crust and its biological cycling is closed connected to
the cycling of other major elements, the iron metabolism of microorganisms
has significant geological and ecological impacts. In addition, the promising
bioremediation of heavy metals and radionuclides by the binding to iron
oxides underscores the urgent need for understanding the anaerobic nitratedependent iron oxidation mechanism. However, little information regarding
the molecular genetics of this pathway has been obtained so far. Identifying
the key proteins and genes in the anaerobic nitrate-dependent iron oxidation
pathway will be the first step towards the elucidation of this metabolism at
the molecular level, thus enabling better regulation and optimization of the
in situ bioremediation of heavy metals and radionuclides.
Here we demonstrate a proteomics approach to screen for proteins
responsible for anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe2+ oxidation in strain TPSY.
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Protein candidates recognized by 2-D electrophoresis method along with
their corresponding genes were identified and further subjected to functional
analysis using bioinformatics tools. We provide evidence for the involvement
of a few key gene products that may be critical components in the
metabolism and present a molecular model that describes the roles of those
gene products in anaerobic iron oxidation.

13

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strain and growth conditions. Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY
cells were grown in anaerobic PIPES-buffered fresh medium (5 mM
ammonium chloride, 5 mM sodium phosphate dibasic, 1 mM potassium
chloride, 20 mM PIPES disodium salt, 1% Wolfe’s vitamin solution, 1%
Wolfe’s mineral solution, 12 mM sodium nitrate, 6.25 mM sodium acetate,
pH 7.0). The growth medium was amended with ferrous iron in
nitrilotriacetic acid (Fe(II)-NTA, 2 mM, added from anaerobic stock) as the
Fe(II)-oxidizing environment or ferric iron in nitrilotriacetic acid (Fe(III)-NTA,
2 mM, added from anaerobic stock) as the non-iron oxidizing control. A 10%
inoculum of anaerobically-grown strain TPSY was added to a 2-L rubber
stopper-secured bottle containing 500 ml PIPES-buffered fresh medium and
incubated at 37oC. Cell growth was monitored by measuring absorbance at
600 nm and Fe(II) oxidation was observed by the color change of the iron in
the medium which changed from a pale yellow-greenish to orange and,
finally, brown. The absorbance from the formation of Fe(III) was determined
using medium after the removal of cells and subtracted from the total
reading. Cells were harvested at mid-log phase by centrifugation (5000×g,
15 min) at 4oC and washed twice in cold TBS buffer (50 mM Tris, 150 mM
NaCl, pH 7.4). Cell pellets were immediately stored at -80oC for whole cell
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protein extraction. For RNA extraction, 100-µg cell pellets were resuspended
in 1 ml RNAlater solution (Ambion) and stored at 4oC overnight before being
stored at -80oC.
Cell lysis and protein extraction. Cell pellets (100 mg) were allowed to
thaw on ice and were then resuspended in 1 ml sample rehydration buffer (7
M urea, 2 M thiourea, 1% ASB-14 detergent, 40 mM Tris base, 0.001%
bromophenol blue, 0.2% Bio-lyte pH3-10 ampholyte (Bio-Rad), 1×protease
inhibitor (Roche)). Total proteins were released from cells by ultrasonic
disruption at mid-intensity for 10×15 sec burst.
Protein sample reduction and alkylation. Protein sample reduction and
alkylation were performed using the ReadyPrep Reduction-Alkylation Kit
(Bio-Rad). Briefly, Alkylation Buffer (30 µl) was added to 1 ml crude protein
sample to adjust the pH of the sample to between 8 and 9. TBP
(tributylphosphine) (25 µl) was added to a final concentration of 5 mM and
the mixture was incubated at room temperature for 30 min. Then 0.5 M
iodoacetamide (30 µl) was added to a final concentration of 15 mM and the
mixture was incubated for 1 hr. An additional 25 µl TBP was added to the
above mixture and incubated for 15 min to quench any excessive
iodoacetamide. Insoluble material was pelleted by centrifugation at
12,000×g for 30 min at 4oC. The supernatant was aliquoted in 100 µl
aliquots in 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tubes.
Protein sample cleanup. Protein sample cleanup was performed using
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the ReadyPrep 2-D Cleanup Kit (Bio-Rad). In a 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tube,
Precipitation Agent 1 (300 µl) was added to 100 µl protein sample, mixed
well by vortexing, and incubated on ice for 15 min. Then Precipitation Agent
2 (300 µl) was added to the mixture of protein and Precipitation Agent 1,
mixed well by vortexing, and centrifuged at 12,000×g for 5 min to form a
tight pellet. Without disturbing the pellet, the supernatant was removed by
pipet. Any residual liquid was collected at the bottom of the tube by
centrifugation for another 30 sec and removed by pipet. Wash Reagent 1 (40
µl) was added on top of the pellet followed by centrifugation at 12,000×g for
5 min; the wash was removed by pipet. ReadyPrep proteomic grade water
(Bio-Rad) (25 µl) was added on top of the pellet and the tube was vortexed
for 20 sec. Wash Reagent 2 at -20oC (1 ml) was added into the tube and
mixed well by vortexing for 1 min. The tube was then incubated at -20oC for
30 min while vortexing for 30 sec every 10 min during the incubation period.
After incubation, the tube was centrifuged at 12,000×g for 5 min to form a
tight pellet. Supernatant was discarded and the pellet was allowed to air-dry
at room temperature for 3 - 5 min. The protein pellet was resuspended in 75
µl sample rehydration buffer. Protein samples were stored at -80oC until use.
Protein concentration determination. Protein concentrations were
determined using the 2-D Quant Kit (GE healthcare). Prior to performing the
assay, a working color reagent was prepared by mixing 10 ml Color Reagent
A and 100 µl Color Reagent B. A standard curve of protein amount from 0 µg
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to 50 µg was prepared using 2 mg/ml Bovine Serum Albumin (Table 1).
Protein sample (1-10 µl) containing 1-50 µg protein was added to a 1.5-ml
microcentrifuge tube. To each tube (including the standard curve tubes),
Precipitant (500 µl) was added to the protein sample, mixed well by
vortexing, and incubated at room temperature for 3 min. Co-precipitant (500
µl) was then added to each tube and mixed briefly by vortexing or inversion.
The tubes were centrifuged at ≥ 10,000×g for 5 min (with the cap-hinge
facing outward) to sediment the protein and immediately removed from the
centrifuge as soon as the centrifugation was complete.
Table 1: Preparation of standard curve
Tube number

1

2

3

4

5

6

Volume of 2 mg/ml BSA solution

0 µl

5 µl

10 µl

15 µl

20 µl

25 µl

Protein quantity

0 µg

10 µg

20 µg

30 µg

40 µg

50 µg

After the supernatant was decanted, the tubes were centrifuged again
for 5-10 sec (with the cap-hinge facing outward) to bring any remaining
liquid to the bottom of the tube. The remaining supernatant was carefully
removed by using a pipet. With no visible liquid remaining in the tubes,
Copper Solution (100 µl) and de-ionized water (400 µl) were added to the
tube to dissolve the precipitated protein by vortexing. Working Color
Reagent (1 ml) was added to each tube and instantaneous mixing was
achieved by introducing the reagent as rapidly as possible. The tubes were
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incubated at room temperature for 17 min. Using water as reference,
absorbance readings were taken at 480 nm for each tube. A standard curve
was generated by plotting the absorbance of standards against the
corresponding quantity of the protein. Target protein concentration was
determined by plotting the absorbance reading to the standard curve.
First dimensional isoelectricfocusing (IEF). Sample rehydration buffer
(300 µl) with TBP (tri-butylphosphine, 1%) was added as a line along the
edge of each channel except for about 1 cm at each end in a new
rehydration/equilibration tray (Bio-Rad). After the cover sheet was peeled off
using forceps, IPG (immobilized pH gradient) (Bio-Rad, 17 cm, pH 3-10, pH
4-7, pH 5-8, or pH 7-10) strips were gently placed, gel side down, onto the
sample rehydration buffer in the channel. Care was taken not to introduce
air bubbles beneath the IPG strips. Mineral oil (Bio-Rad) (2.5 ml) was added
to each channel by carefully dripping the oil onto the plastic backing of the
IPG strips while moving the pipet along the length of the IPG strips to
prevent evaporation during the rehydration process. The
rehydration/equilibration tray was covered with the plastic lid provided and
left on a level bench for 11-16 hours to rehydrate the IPG strips.
After rehydration was complete, IPG strips were removed from the
rehydration/equilibration tray and the excess mineral oil was removed by
blotting the IPG strips on filter paper wetted with deionized water. The
rehydrated IPG strips were placed, gel side up, in the cup loading tray (Bio18

Rad) with the anode end flush against the anode side of the cup loading tray.
Two paper wicks (Bio-Rad), each wetted with 10 µl deionized water, were
placed onto the gel surface at the ends of the IPG strips. Movable electrode
assemblies (Bio-Rad) were placed at the cathode and anode ends of the IPG
strips over the paper wicks. Good contact between the electrodes and the
electrode contact areas on the front of the cup loading tray was confirmed.
Small sample cups (Bio-Rad) were securely positioned on the gel surface
near the anode end of the IPG strips. Protein samples containing 120 µg (for
pH 4-7, pH 5-8, and pH 7-10 IPG strips) or 60 µg (for pH 3-10 IPG strips)
total protein was added into each sample cup. Each sample and IPG strip
was overlaid with mineral oil. The cup loading tray with the properly
positioned electrodes and sample cups was placed onto the PROTEAN IEF
cell apparatus. IEF was performed at 20oC with a maximum current of 50 µA
per IPG strip, employing the following voltage profile: rapid increase from 0
V to 10,000 V for 75,000 Vh (for pH 4-7, pH 5-8, and pH 3-10 strips) or
90,000 Vh (for pH 7-10 strips).
Equilibration and SDS-PAGE. After the completion of the IEF, the IPG
strips were removed from the cup loading tray and transferred to a new
rehydration/equilibration tray. The remaining mineral oil on the IPG strips
was removed by placing the IPG strips on a piece of dry filter paper and
blotting with a second piece of wet filter paper as previously described. SDSPAGE Equilibration Buffer I (6 M urea, 0.375 M Tris-HCl, pH8.8, 2% SDS, 20%
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glycerol, 2% DTT(Dithiothreitol)) (6 ml) was added to each IPG stripcontaining channel of the rehydration/equilibration tray. The tray was then
placed on an orbital shaker and gently shaken for 10 min. At the end of the
10 min incubation, equilibration buffer I was carefully discarded by decanting.
SDS-PAGE Equilibration Buffer II (6M urea, 0.375 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, 2%
SDS, 20% glycerol, 2.5% iodoacetamide) (6 ml) was added to each IPG
strip-containing channel. The tray was returned to the orbital shaker for 10
min. At the end of the incubation, equilibration buffer II was discarded by
decanting. Each IPG strip was removed from the rehydration/equilibration
tray and dipped briefly into a 100-ml graduated cylinder containing 1× TGS
running buffer (diluted from 10× TGS running buffer, Bio-Rad) and
transferred, gel side up, onto the back plate of a precast 12%-20% gradient
SDS-PAGE gel (Jule Biotechnologies, Inc.) above the IPG well. For each SDSPAGE gel, pre-melted Overlay Agarose Solution (Bio-Rad) (1 ml) was added
into the IPG well of the gel and the IPG strip was pushed into the IPG well
before the agarose solidified. The agarose was allowed to solidify for 5 min.
The SDS-PAGE gels with inserted IPG strips were then mounted into the
PROTEAN II XL electrophoresis apparatus. SDS-PAGE was performed under
the following electrophoresis conditions: 16 mA per gel for 30 min, then 24
mA per gel for 5.5 hr. Following electrophoresis, the SDS-PAGE gels were
separated from the glass plates and stained in 200 ml Oriole Fluorescent Gel
Stain (Bio-Rad) in a glass gel-staining tray on an orbital shaker for 90 min.
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At the end of the staining period, gels were rinsed in 200 ml deionized water
for 5 min. Gel images were captured and documented using a Gel Doc
system equipped with Quantity One Analysis software (Bio-Rad).
Protein identification and conserved domain search. Protein spot
detection, matching and replicate gel analysis were conducted using the
PDquest 2-D Analysis software program (Bio-Rad). Protein spots of interest
were excised from the gels using clean scalpels and stored in a 2-ml
microcentrifuge tube containing 200 µl ReadyPrep Proteomics Grade Water
(Bio-Rad) until use. Protein identification using LC/MS/MS and Peptide Mass
Fingerprint was performed by Midwest Bio Services, LLC (Kansas, USA) and
the SIUC Mass Spectrometry Facility (Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, IL), respectively. Conserved domain search and protein
sequence similarity alignment was conducted using public-domain software
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi).
RNA extraction. All pipettes, plastic tips and tubes were either purchased
as nuclease-free or treated with RNaseZap (Ambion). All reagents were
prepared with sterilized DEPC (diethyl pyrocarbonate, 0.1%)-treated water.
Total RNA extraction was performed using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen).
Strain TPSY cells (10 mg after the removal of RNAlater solution by
centrifugation) were resuspended in 1 ml TRIzol reagent and vortexed. The
cell suspension was transferred to a 2-ml Lysing Matrix B (MP Bio) tube and
homogenized in a FastPrep biopulverizer (MP Bio) for 30 seconds.
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Immediately after homogenization, 200 µl chloroform was added and the
tube was shaken by hand for 15 seconds. The sample was incubated at room
temperature for an additional 2 min and then centrifuged at 12,000×g for 15
min at 4oC. The resulting upper aqueous phase was transferred to a fresh
tube and the RNA was then precipitated by adding cold isopropyl alcohol
(500 µl). The mixture was incubated again at room temperature for 10 min
and centrifuged at 12,000×g for 15 min at 4oC. The RNA pellet on the
bottom of the tube was washed once with 1 ml cold 75% ethanol centrifuged
at 12,000×g for 5 min at 4oC. After the ethanol was removed by using a
pipet, the tube was placed upside down to air-dry the RNA pellet for 5 min.
Finally, the pellet was resuspended in 50 µl nuclease-free water.
DNase treatment. RNA samples were treated with the TURBO DNA-free
kit (Ambion) to remove residual DNA contamination. Briefly, 0.1 volume of
10× TURBO DNase buffer (5 µl) and 1 µl DNase were added to the 50 µl RNA
sample, mixed gently, and incubated at 37oC for 30 min. At the end of the
incubation, 0.1 volume of the DNase Inactivation Reagent (5 µl) was then
added to the mixture, vortexed, and incubated for 2 min. The DNase
Inactivation Reagent was pelleted to the bottom of the tube by centrifuge at
7,500×g for 5 min. Avoiding the Inactivation Reagent, the supernatant was
carefully transferred to a fresh tube.
The RNA concentration was determined using a spectrophotometer. 1
µl of RNA sample was diluted 100 fold in 99 µl DEPC-treated water and
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transferred to a quartz cuvette, where the A260 and A280 measurements were
recorded. Pure RNA yields an absorbance ratio (A260/A280) of 1.9 - 2.1. RNA
integrity was also analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis and ethidium
bromide staining. Pure RNA would display two distinct ribosomal RNA bands
(23S and 16S) without showing any smearing or a collection of small RNAs
and 5S towards the bottom of the gel. Degraded or contaminated RNA could
show significant smearing and distorted ribosomal RNA bands.
Reverse transcription. First-strand cDNA was synthesized using a
modified protocol of ImProm-II Reverse Transcription System (Promega). All
preparation steps were performed on ice unless otherwise specified. In a 20µl RNase free tube, RNA sample containing 1.5 µg total RNA, 300 ng random
hexamers (Roche) and nuclease free water were added to a final volume of
5 µl. The content was mixed using a pipet. The RNA and random primers
were denatured by putting the tube in a thermocycler using the following
program conditions: 70oC for 5 min and 4oC for 5 min. A master mix (15 µl)
containing nuclease free water (6.1 µl), ImProm-II 5× Reaction Buffer
(Promega) (4 µl), MgCl2 (25 mM, 2.4 µl), dNTP mix (1 µl), RNasin Inhibitor
(0.5 µl) and ImProm-II Reverse Transcriptase (Promega) (1 µl) was
prepared and added to the tube immediately after the denaturation program,
mixed by vortexing and kept on ice. The tube containing the 20 µl cDNA
synthesis reaction mixtures was put in a thermocycler and the following
program was used: 25oC for 5 min then 37oC for 60 min; reactions were
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terminated by heating at 70oC for 15 min. The cDNA solutions were diluted
10-fold and stored at -20oC before PCR amplification.
Preparation of DNA primers. Sequence information for each gene of
interest was obtained from the Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY annotated
gene database (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/dia_t/dia_t.home.html). The least
conserved sequences in each target gene were chosen in order to avoid
unspecific amplification during PCR. Gene-specific primer pairs (Table 2)
were designed using MacVector 8.0 (Oxford Molecular Group). Primer pair
specificity was further examined using BLAST
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).
Quantitative real-time PCR. Real-time PCR amplification was performed
using IQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad). For each reaction, 1 µl of
previously prepared cDNA sample was added as template, 1 µl of each
primer was added to give a final concentration of 200 nM, 25 µl iQ SYBR
Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) and 22 µl sterile water were added to bring the
final volume to 50 µl. The reactions were then transferred into the wells of a
Low-Profile 48-Well Unskirted PCR Plate (Bio-Rad). Two replicates were
included for each gene as shown in the plate layout (Table 3). The
amplification was performed by putting the plate in a MiniOpticon Real-Time
PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad) using the following cycling conditions:
initial denaturation and polymerase activation at 95oC for 3 min followed by
40 cycles of denaturation at 95oC for 30 s, annealing at 60oC for 30 s, and
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extension at 72oC for 30 s with fluorescence reading at the end of the
extension. At the end of each run, a melting curve was generated by
ramping the reaction from 60oC to 96oC with a fluorescence read every
increment of 0.5oC. Only one sharp melting peak was observed for all
samples, indicating the absence of unspecific PCR products. NTC (No
template control) was conducted for each sample with each primer pair to
exclude interference resulting from primer-dimer formation. The specificity
of the qRT-PCR reaction was further confirmed by gel electrophoresis of endpoint PCR products. Amplification efficiency was automatically calculated
(CFX manager software, Bio-Rad) by generating a standard curve using a
10-fold serial dilution of cDNA template for each primer set based on the
formula described by Pfaffl (87). A correlation coefficient (R2) ≥ 0.99 for
each standard curve was confirmed before an efficiency value was
considered valid. The expression level of the GOI (gene of interest) was
normalized to the expression level of an internal reference (16S rRNA)
according to the model outlined by Vandesompele et al. (110). Normalized
expression of GOI relative to control was automatically calculated using CFX
Manager software (Bio-Rad).
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Table 2. Primers used in qRT-PCR analysis.
Gene
Dtpsy_3433

Dtpsy_3434

Dtpsy_3435

Dtpsy_3436

Dtpsy_3437

Dtpsy_3438

Dtpsy_1463

Dtpsy_1074

Dtpsy_1447

16S rRNA

Primer
direction

Sequence (5'-3')

Forward

GGCGAGATGGCTTTTTACCTG

Reverse

AGCGGGAGCGTCCAGAAGG

Forward

TGAAATACCCGACCCCGTTGC

Reverse

CGCACTTCGTAGCAGCCGTC

Forward

TCCCACACCAAACCCCTGCTG

Reverse

TGAGGTAGACGGCGAGGTAGG

Forward

GAAATCCGCCACCTGCCCTCC

Reverse

CCCCGAGACCGAGAGCACCAG

Forward

GGAAAGCCCCGAGACCTGCC

Reverse

AGCGTGACCAGTCCGTTGCC

Forward

CGCACCACCTTCTCTCTCGCC

Reverse

CGAAAAATACTGCCACCCGTG

Forward

AGGACAACCACGAACTGGAG

Reverse

AGACGTAGACCCCCAGCAC

Forward

TTCTCCCACGCCAACAGTTTC

Reverse

CAGCCATCACGCTCAGGAAGC

Forward

ACCAGCGACCACGATGCCAAC

Reverse

CGAAGGTGTAGCCCTGCTCAC

Forward

AGAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCAG

Reverse

CCGCGGCTGCTGGCAC
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Efficiency (%)
96.5

92.3

96.3

86.5

90.8

92.0

92.9

92.8

94.1

93.1

Table 3. Quantitative RT-PCR sample layout on the 48 well-plate for genes
Dtpsy_3433, Dtpsy_3434, Dtpsy_3435, Dtpsy_3436 and Dtpsy_3437. A
similar layout was utilized for genes Dtpsy_3438, Dtpsy_1074, Dtpsy_1447
and Dtpsy_1463 on a different plate.

Fe(II)
sample
Dtpsy_3433
Fe(II)
sample
Dtpsy_3433
Fe(II)
sample
Dtpsy_3433
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3433
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3433
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3433

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3434

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3435

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3436

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3437

Fe(II) sample
16S rRNA

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3434

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3435

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3436

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3437

Fe(II) sample
16S rRNA

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3434

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3435

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3436

Fe(II) sample
Dtpsy_3437

Fe(II) sample
16S rRNA

Control
sample
Dtpsy_3434
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3434
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3434

Control
sample
Dtpsy_3435
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3435
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3435

Control
sample
Dtpsy_3436
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3436
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3436

Control
sample
Dtpsy_3437
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3437
Control
sample
Dtpsy_3437

Control
sample
16S rRNA
Control
sample
16S rRNA
Control
sample
16S rRNA
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RESULTS
Growth curve of Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY. In the Fe(III)-NTA
amended control culture of strain TPSY, a maximum OD600 of 0.18 was
reached in 10 hours with a minimal lag phase. The exponential growth phase
was observed to occur between hours 2 and 8 from the start of the
inoculation (Fig. 1). By contrast, in the Fe2+-oxidizing strain TPSY culture, a
maximum OD600 of 0.37 was reached after 36 hours with the first 6 hours
comprising the lag phase. The exponential growth phase was observed to
occur between 8 and 34 hours from the start of the inoculation (Fig. 1). In
both culturing conditions, the OD600 began to decrease after the maximum
value was reached and cells debris began to form in the culture medium. In
the presence of NTA as the iron chelator, no obvious cell encrustation was
observed in this study. However, iron oxide precipitates were observed along
with the cell debris after the cells were lysed by sonication at the start of the
protein extraction procedure.
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Figure 1. Growth curve of Acidovorax ebreus strain TPSY in iron-oxidizing
environment (filled square) and control environment (open square). Cell
number was calculated from the OD600 reading of the strain TPSY culture.
The color change introduced by the formation of Fe3+ in the Fe2+-oxidizing
culture caused an negligible increment of 0.001 - 0.01 to the OD600 reading
(<5% of the final OD600 reading of the Fe2+-oxidizing culture).
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Broad pH range 2-D electrophoretic analysis of Fe2+-oxidizing and
control strain TPSY protein profiles. Total protein from strain TPSY cells
grown in both Fe2+-oxidizing and control conditions was analyzed on broad
pH range (pH 3-10) gels (Fig. 2 A and B). More than 1600 protein spots
were detected on each gel from each respective condition. Most protein
spots fell into the pI range of 4 to 10 with few proteins falling into a pI range
of 3 to 4. Most proteins or peptides had a molecular weight between 10 to
100 kDa. The complexity of protein samples of both conditions and the
resulted crowdedness of protein spots prevented accurate protein spot
matching and comparison. Small pH-range 2D gels had to be utilized to
fractionate protein samples before legitimate comparison could be performed.
Interestingly, an extremely intense protein spot (Protein spot No. 0) which
accounted for a large proportion of the whole cell protein mass was observed
towards the basic end at molecular weight 37 kDa on both Fe2+-oxidizing
and control gels (Fig 2 A and B). According to image density calculation, this
protein spot constituted a large proportion of the total protein spot density.
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Figure 2. Broad range (pH 3-10) 2-D gel analysis of Acidovorax ebreus strain
TPSY whole cell proteins. (A) Fe2+-oxidizing cell proteins; (B) Control cell
proteins. Protein spot No. 0 is indicated by the red circle.
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Differentially-expressed protein recognition by small pH-range 2D
gels. The application of small pH-range gels resulted in much more
separated protein spots and much better overall gel resolution (Fig. 3, 4,
and 5) for both Fe2+-oxidizing and control protein samples. The comparison
between Fe2+-oxidizing and control protein gels in the acidic pH range (pH 47) revealed two candidate proteins that showed elevated level of expression
in Fe2+-oxidizing conditions compared to the control (Fig. 3). One (Protein
Spot No. 1) was found near pI 6 with a molecular weight of 35 KDa (Fig. 3 A,
B and C). The other (Protein Spot No. 2) was found near pI 6 and a
molecular weight of 30 KDa (Fig. 3 A, B and D). The comparison in mid pH range (pH 5-8) revealed another candidate protein that showed elevated
expression in Fe2+-oxidizing conditions compared to the control (Fig. 4). This
protein (Protein Spot No. 3) was found near pI 5.4 with a molecular weight
of 30 KDa (Fig. 4 A, B and C). Comparison of gels in the basic pH range (pH
7-10) revealed two additional candidate proteins that showed elevated
expression in Fe2+-oxidizing conditions compared to the control (Fig. 5). One
(Protein Spot No. 4) was found near pI 8 with a molecular weight of 17 KDa
(Fig. 5 A, B and C). The other (Protein Spot No. 5) was found near pI 8 with
a molecular weight of 15 KDa (Fig. 5 A, B and D).
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Figure 3. Acidic range (pH 4-7) 2-D gel analysis of Acidovorax ebreus strain
TPSY whole cell proteins. (A) Fe2+-oxidizing cell proteins; (B) Control cell
proteins; (C) Gel comparison focused on Protein Spot No. 1 between the gels
in panels A and B; (D) Gel comparison focused on Protein Spot No. 2
between the gels in panels A and B. Protein Spots No. 1 and No. 2 are
indicated by the red circles.
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Figure 4. Small range (pH 5-8) 2-D gel analysis of Acidovorax ebreus strain
TPSY whole cell proteins. (A) Fe2+-oxidizing cell proteins; (B) Control cell
proteins; (C) Gel comparison focused on Protein Spot No. 3 between the gels
in panels A and B. Protein Spot No. 3 is indicated by the red circle.
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Figure 5. Basic range (pH 7-10) 2-D gel analysis of Acidovorax ebreus strain
TPSY whole cell proteins. (A) Fe2+-oxidizing cell proteins; (B) Control cell
proteins; (C) Gel comparison of Protein Spot No. 4 between the gels in
panels A and B; (D) Gel comparison of Protein Spot No. 5 area between the
gels in panels A and B. Protein Spots No. 4 and No. 5 are indicated by red
circles.
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Protein identification and corresponding gene analysis. Candidate
protein spots were identified by LC/MS/MS and results are shown (Table 4).
Protein No. 0 was identified as a gram-negative outer membrane porin
(Dtpsy_0661). Conserved domain search categorized this porin into an OM
channels (outer membrane channels) superfamily. Porins in this superfamily
form non-specific aqueous channels to allow the diffusion of small
hydrophilic molecules across the outer membrane (11, 23, 80, 84) but they
do not appear to be able to drive active transport because of the lack of
energy-transducing systems (95). The Dtpsy_0661 gene and its related
peripheral genes on the strain TPSY genome is displayed (Fig. 6). Conserved
domain analysis of their gene products is shown in Table 5. The Dtpsy_0662
gene immediately downstream of Dtpsy_0661 encodes a gram-negative type
porin which resembles Dtpsy_0661 in terms of sequence and domain
function similarity. Dtpsy_0662 shares a 67% peptide sequence similarity
with Dtpsy_0661. In addition, both proteins have predicted N-terminal signal
peptides and belong to the same porin superfamily. Further downstream is
gene Dtpsy_0663 that encodes an extracellular solute-binding protein that
are mainly responsible for the uptake of a variety of substrates such as
phosphate, sulfate, polysaccharides, lysine, arginine, ornithine, and histidine
(37, 106).
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Table 4. Identification of candidate protein spots from Fe2+-oxidizing and
control 2-D gels.

Protein
spot No.

Accession

Protein

Protein
description

Conserved
domain(s)

Superfamily

0

222109877

Dtpsy_0661

Porin Gramnegative type

Gram-negative
porin

OM (Outer
membrane)
channels

Not found

CzcC

1

222110661

Dtpsy_1463

Outer
membrane
efflux protein,
CzcC family

2

222110645

Dtpsy_1447

Isocitrate lyase

ICL/PEPM enzyme
family

ICL/PEPM_KPHMT
enzyme
superfamily

3

222110287

Dtpsy_1074

Alpha/beta
hydrolase fold

Alpha/beta
hydrolase fold

Esterase_ lipase
super family

4

222112598

Dtpsy_3435

Hypothetical
protein

DUF2271

DUF2271 super
family

5

222112597

Dtpsy_3434

Hypothetical
protein

COG5591

COG5591 super
family
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the Dtpsy_0661, Dtpsy_0662 and
Dtpsy_0663 genes

Table 5. Conserved domain search results of the genes in the Dtpsy_06610663 operon.

Protein

Best BLAST hit

Conserved domain(s)

Superfamily

Dtpsy_0661

porin gramnegative type

OmpC, gram-negative
porin

OM_channels

Dtpsy_0662

porin gramnegative type

OmpC, gram-negative
porin

OM_channels

Dtpsy_0663

family 5
extracellular
solute-binding
protein

substrate-binding
component of an
uncharacterized ABCtype import system

PBP2, NikA, DppA,
OppA like substrate
binding domain
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Protein No. 1 was identified as an outer membrane efflux protein
(Dtpsy_1463). Notably, Dtpsy_1463 is the last one of the four genes of the
Dtpsy_1460-1463 operon on the forward strand of the strain TPSY genome
(Fig. 7). A conserved domain search of each encoded protein in this operon
(Table 6) revealed significant similarity between this operon and the czcCBAtype operon that encodes a protein complex belonging to the RND
(resistance, nodulation, and cell division) superfamily. Proteins in the RND
superfamily are mostly involved in efflux-mediated heavy metal and drug
resistance in prokaryotes (12, 50, 55, 58, 66, 76-79, 81, 90, 123, 124).
Most RND proteins are encoded in operons that additionally contain the
genes for a membrane fusion protein (MFP) and an outer membrane factor
(OMF) (12, 58, 66, 77, 78, 81, 90), which resembles the organization of the
Dtpsy_1460-1463 operon (Fig. 7 and Table 4). BLAST and conserved domain
analysis revealed that Dtpsy_1460 encodes the MPF subunit (CzcB
equivalent) that may serve as an adaptor protein between the RND export
pump and OMF channels and play a role in RND pump activation (59, 77,
90). Dtpsy_1461 encodes the RND pump protein (CzcA equivalent), the loss
of which abolishes heavy metal resistance and substrate specificity (77, 90).
Although no conserved domain was directly identified in the Dtpsy_1463
gene product, it was also categorized as an outer membrane efflux protein
that exhibited >80% homology with several CzcC proteins (OMF equivalents)
that are involved in the formation of trans-outer membrane and trans-
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periplasmic channels (77, 90). Protein Dtpsy_1462 belongs to DFU3240
(domain of unknown function). This family of proteins appears to be
restricted to Proteobacteria but its function remains unclear (Conserved
Domains, NCBI).

Dtpsy_1460

Dtpsy_1462

Dtpsy_1461

Dtpsy_1463

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of genes in the Dtpsy_1460-1463 operon.
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Table 6. Conserved domain search results of the genes in the Dtpsy_14601463 operon.

Protein

Best BLAST hit

Conserved domain(s)

Superfamily

RND family efflux
Dtpsy_1460 transporter MFP
subunit

RND family efflux
transporter, MFP
subunit

RND (Resistance,
nodulation, and cell
division)

CzcA (cobalt-zinccadmium) family
Dtpsy_1461
Heavy metal efflux
pump

Heavy metal efflux
pump CzcA subunit

CzcA

Putative
Dtpsy_1462 uncharacterized
protein

DUF3240

DUF3240 super
family

Outer membrane
Dtpsy_1463 efflux protein, CzcC
family

Not found

CzcC
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Protein No. 2 was identified as isocitrate lyase (Dtpsy_1447)which
catalyzes the dissociation of isocitrate into succinate and glyoxylate in the
first step of glyoxylate cycle. The glyoxylate cycle utilizes three of the five
enzymes associated with the TCA cycle and shares many of its intermediate
steps. While the TCA cycle centers on the complete oxidation of acetyl-CoA
to CO2 in order to obtain energy, the glyoxylate cycle, a carbon conserving
pathway, enables the biosynthesis of carbohydrate and complex structural
polysaccharides from acetyl-CoA when complex carbon sources like glucose
are not available (6, 33, 51, 62, 88, 99).
Protein No. 3 was identified as an alpha/beta hydrolase fold protein
(Dtpsy_1074) belonging to the under-characterized esterase_ lipase
superfamily. This protein family includes structurally-related enzymes with
widely differing phylogenetic origin and catalytic functions. Enzymes in this
family have diverged from a common ancestor but maintain the
arrangement of the catalytic residues (46, 73).
Proteins No. 4 and No. 5 were identified as hypothetical proteins
belonging to the DUF2271 superfamily (Dtpsy_3435) and the COG5591
superfamily (Dtpsy_3434), respectively. Both proteins have predicted signal
peptide sequences but no known predicted function. However, the genome
locations of the corresponding genes of the above proteins led to an
interesting discovery. The Dtpsy_3435 gene was immediately downstream of
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Dtpsy_3434 gene in the Dtpsy_3433-3438 operon (Fig. 8), indicating the
possibility of co-transcription of these two genes. The predicted N-terminal
signal peptide and transmembrane helixes of the Dtpsy_3433 and
Dtpsy_3436 gene products by InterPro (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/)
indicated their membrane location. The BLAST and conserved domain search
revealed that proteins encoded by genes in this operon are very likely
involved in iron-related cross-membrane electron transfer (Table 7). This
suggests that the Dtpsy_3433-3438 operon could be playing a critical role in
anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe2+ oxidation.
Dtpsy_3433 has been annotated as a ferric reductase domaincontaining protein transmembrane component. Conserved domain searches
revealed three conserved domains in Dtpsy_3433 (Table 7). The first one
(AA 52 to AA 181) is a ferric reductase-like transmembrane domain. Blast
analysis showed very broad distribution of this domain family in bacteria.
This transmembrane domain is also commonly shared in mammalian
cytochrome b-245 heavy chain (gp91-phox) and ferric reductase in yeast
(Conserved domains, NCBI). The second conserved domain (AA 231 to AA
458) is a NADP-binding domain belonging to the ferredoxin-NADPH
reductase (FNR) superfamily. This domain is responsible for transferring
electrons from reduced ferredoxin to FAD forming FADH2 via a semiquinone
intermediate, followed by the transfer of two electrons and a proton to
convert NADP+ to NADPH (5, 15, 16, 83). The third conserved domain (AA
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225 to AA 330) is an FAD-binding domain belonging to the oxidoreductase
FAD-binding domain superfamily the main function of which is FAD binding
and act as a prosthetic group in electron transfer like the NADPH binding
domain (65). As suggested by the domain function analysis above,
Dtpsy_3433 may play a role as a flavocytochrome that is capable of
transferring electrons across the plasma membrane concomitant with the
enzymatic transformation of iron. As expected, Dtpsy_3433 is predicted to
be a ferric reductase (Conserved domains, NCBI).
A conserved domain search of periplasmic Dtpsy_3434 resulted in one
conserved domain belonging to the COG5591 superfamily with no known
assigned function. A conserved domain search of Dtpsy_3435 returned a
similar result: a predicted periplasmic protein belonging to the DUF2271
superfamily with no known assigned function. The role of these two proteins,
both of which exhibited up-regulation at the transcriptional level, remains to
be elucidated.
The Dtpsy_3436 gene product has been described as an
oxidoreductase Fad/NAD(P)-binding domain-containing protein harboring
three conserved domains (Table 4). The first one (AA 337 to AA 467) is a
flavodoxin belonging to the NADPH-dependent flavin mononucleotide (FMN)
reductase superfamily. According to previous studies, flavodoxins in this
family are usually found in prokaryotes and algae where they provide low
potential electrons for the reduction of nitrite, NADP+, and sulfite (69, 85,
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109). The second conserved domain (AA 442 to AA 725) is a cytochrome P450 reductase-like alpha subunit of SiR (sulfite reductase) belonging to the
ferredoxin-NADPH reductase (FNR) superfamily. The third domain is a FADbinding domain similar to the one possessed by Dtpsy_3433.
Dtpsy_3437 is identified as an ApbE lipoprotein (Table 4) belonging to
the ApbE protein superfamily. This prokaryotic family of lipoproteins is
related to ApbE from Salmonella typhimurium in which ApbE is involved in
thiamine synthesis. More specifically, it may be involved in the conversion of
aminoimidazole ribotide (AIR) to 4-amino-5-hydroxymethyl-2-methyl
pyrimidine (HMP) (Conserved Domains, NCBI).
A conserved domain search of Dtpsy_3438 returned no results and a
Blast search yielded few significant hits. The role of Dtpsy_3438 in anaerobic
Fe2+ oxidation remains unknown.
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Dtpsy_3433

Dtpsy_3434

Dtpsy_3435

Dtpsy_3436

Dtpsy_3437

Dtpsy_3438

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of genes in the Dtpsy_1460-1463 operon.

Table 7. Conserved domain search results of the genes in the Dtpsy_34333438 operon.

Protein

Dtpsy_3433

Best BLAST hit

Conserved domain(s)

Superfamily

Ferric reductase
domain protein
transmembrane
component

(1) Ferric reductase
like transmembrane
domain
(2) (NAD(P) binding
domain of ferredoxin
reductase-like
protein

Ferric reductase like
transmembrane
domain
Ferredoxin reductase
(FNR), an FAD and
NAD(P) binding
protein family

(3) FAD-binding
domain

Oxidoreductase FADbinding domain

Dtpsy_3434

Putative
uncharacterized
protein

Uncharacterized
conserved protein

COG5591
Superfamily

Dtpsy_3435

Putative
uncharacterized
protein

Predicted periplasmic
protein

DUF2271
superfamily

(1) Flavodoxin

NADPH-dependent
FMN reductase

(2) Cytochrome
p450- like alpha
subunit of sulfite
reductase

Ferredoxin reductase
(FNR), FAD and
NAD(P) binding
protein family

(3) FAD-binding
domain

Oxidoreductase FADbinding domain

Dtpsy_3436

Oxidoreductase
FAD/NAD(P)-binding
domain protein

Dtpsy_3437

ApbE family
lipoprotein

ApbE family

ApbE family

Dtpsy_3438

Putative
uncharacterized
protein

Not found

Not found
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Transcriptional level regulation analysis by Quantitative Reverse
Transcription RT-PCR. Quantitative reverse transcription PCR was
performed on Dtpsy_1074, Dtpsy_1447, Dtpsy_1460 and all six genes in the
Dtpsy_3433-3438 operon. The relative expression level of each gene is
shown in Figure 9. The Dtpsy_1463 gene showed negligible differential
expression at the transcriptional level in Fe2+-oxidizing conditions (96%
relative to control) by qRT-PCR analysis. Genes Dtpsy_1074 and Dtpsy_1447
even showed down-regulation (26% and 18% relative to control,
respectively). On the other hand, all six genes in the Dtpsy_3433-3438
operon exhibited elevated expression compared to the control. Dtpsy_3438
exhibited a 36-fold up-regulation compared to the non-iron oxidizing control,
the highest expression difference among all the genes tested. Dtpsy_3433,
Dtpsy_3434, Dtpsy_3435, Dtpsy_3436 and Dtpsy_3437 exhibited 12-fold,
14-fold, 23-fold, 12-fold, and 9-fold up-regulation, respectively. The upregulation of all of the genes in this operon under Fe2+-oxidizing conditions
provided strong evidence that the products of this operon are of vital
importance to anaerobic Fe2+ oxidation.
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Figure 9. Quantitative reverse transcription RT-PCR analysis of the
expression rate of genes of interest in Fe2+-oxidizing strain TPSY cells. The
expression rate of genes in the control sample was arbitrarily set to 1.
Normalized fold expression change of genes in Fe2+ samples were all relative
to control. Error bars indicate the standard deviation.
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DISCUSSION
Fe(II) as additional electron donor. The presence of Fe2+ as an
additional electron donor apparently supported the growth of the ironoxidizing culture to more than double the cell density of the control culture
with acetate as the sole electron donor. Similar results were obtained by
Coates et al. when strain TPSY was cultured autotrophically and
mixotrophically (117). This confirmed the fact that Fe2+ is a preferred
electron donor over acetate. The presence of Fe2+ prevented acetate from
being used as an electron donor so comparatively more acetate was used as
the carbon source as a result. Also, Fe2+ oxidation coupled to nitrate
reduction provided additional energy needed for the much more robust
growth of strain TPSY in the Fe2+-oxidizing culture. The lag phase of the
Fe2+-oxidizing strain TPSY culture could be simply explained by the synthesis
of RNA, enzymes and other molecules required for this metabolism since
initial inoculation was made by the transfer of an active anaerobic strain
TPSY culture pre-grown on nitrate (12 mM) and acetate (6.25 mM) without
any ferrous iron amendment. The absence of a significant lag phase in the
control culture also indicated that Fe3+ reduction, if any in the presence of
nitrate, exerted little impact on the culture growth as described earlier.
Despite its obvious effect on the growth of the strain TPSY culture, iron
amendment at the concentration of 2 mM exerted no significant toxicity
effect. A recent report using up to 9 mM EDTA-chelated Fe(II) as an
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amendment in the growth study of Acidovorax delafieldii 2AN did not result
in obvious physiological toxicity response (17), suggesting the high irontolerance ability of the Acidovorax genus.
Periplasmic precipitation of iron oxide. The cellular location of
anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidation has long been debated. It is
commonly recognized that the enzymatic transformation of Fe(II) to Fe(III)
takes place on the outer membrane or in the periplasm as supported by the
outer membrane localization of potential key enzymes involved in this
metabolism (34, 64, 114, 120). This is also supported by the outer cellular
and periplasmic encrustation by iron oxide during the growth of anaerobic
nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidizers in the absence of an iron-chelating agent
(49, 52, 70, 71). Particularly, in the study of iron oxide encrustation of
Acidovorax sp. strain BoFeN1, it was found that the precipitation started
rapidly in the periplasm, then progressed to the surface of the cell (70),
indicating the periplasmic location of the enzymatic transformation of Fe(II)
to Fe(III) and the resultant formation of iron oxide. This is also likely the
case in our study because iron oxide precipitation was only observed after
the disruption of the cell structure. It is likely that it is the equilibrium
between the periplasmic formation of iron oxide and the outer cellular
chelator-mediated solubilization that makes possible the continuous Fe(II)
oxidation across the outer membrane.
Dtpsy_0661-0663 gene cluster analysis. The domain function analysis
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of the Dtpsy_0661-0663 gene cluster suggests that the Dtpsy_0661 gene
and its neighboring gene cluster are mainly involved in the passive transport
of small nutrition molecules across the outer membrane. In addition,
Dtpsy_0661 protein was nearly equally expressed in both Fe2+-oxidizing and
control cells; thus, it is believed to be involved in the cross membrane
diffusion of small nutrition molecules rather than iron-specific transport. To
our knowledge, this is the first report using solid 2D gel electrophoresis
evidence that such a large proportion of the whole cell protein mass from
any gram-negative bacterium is accounted for by a gram-negative porin
protein.
Dtpsy_1460-1463 operon analysis. The reason for the elevated
expression of the Dtpsy_1460-1463 efflux protein complex is intriguing.
Since iron, an essential nutrient for bacteria, is not usually considered toxic
at ambient concentration, there has been no report of iron detoxification by
an RND family-efflux pump. However, the periplasmic accumulation of high
concentrations of Fe3+ from the oxidation of Fe2+ could pose a serious threat
to bacteria (4, 14, 19, 41, 74, 76, 82, 86, 108, 113, 119) and trigger the
functioning of the RND family efflux pump system. This hypothesis is
coincident with previous discussions on the membrane protein-mediated
transformation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ and the resulting periplasmic accumulation of
Fe3+. Although qRT-PCR failed to prove the transcriptional up-regulation of
the Dtpsy_1460-1463 operon, given the proteomic analysis it is likely that
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the operon is regulated at the translational level or through posttranslational modification.
Dtpsy_1447 analysis. As a key enzyme in the carbon-conserving
glyoxylate cycle, the up-regulated isocitrate lyase (Dtpsy_3437) in Fe2+oxidizing cells could indicate a much more active production of structural
carbohydrates. A possible explanation could be drawn this way: contrary to
the Fe2+-absent control medium, the presence of Fe2+ as an additional
electron donor frees the acetate of being both the electron donor and the
carbon source, thus yielding more available acetate to be used for organic
cell material synthesis. This explanation is coincident with the more robust
growth of Fe2+-oxidizing strain TPSY cultures compared to the control.
Despite the reasonable explanation of the translational up-regulation of
isocitrate lyase in Fe2+-oxidizing conditions, the detailed regulatory
mechanism of this gene remains to be investigated.
Dtpsy_3433 analysis. The functional and structural similarity of
Dtpsy_3433, yeast ferric reductase, and cytochrome b-245 heavy chain
makes possible several hypothetical enzymatic activities of Dtpsy_3433 (Fig.
10). This commonly shared domain configuration is characterized by an Nterminal transmembrane iron-related enzymatic module and a C-terminal
electron transfer-related module containing FAD/NADP binding domain.
Previous studies indicated that cytochrome b-245 is a flavocytochrome, the
first described in higher eukaryotic cells, bearing the complete electron-
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transporting apparatus of the NADPH oxidase (98). Its low-potential heavy
chain (gp91-phox) is reported to be a flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)dependent dehydrogenase and NADPH oxidoreductase with electron
transferase activity that reduces molecular oxygen to superoxide anions as a
side reaction (94, 98). Mutations in the heavy chain (gp91-phox) lead to the
X-linked chronic granulomatous disease which is characterized by the
absence of a functional plasma membrane-associated NADPH oxidase (1, 26,
30, 63, 93, 94, 98, 107). The electron transferase activity of the gp91-phox
heavy chain is supported by further studies that demonstrate it is the hemebinding subunit of cytochrome b-245 (27, 68, 121, 122). Furthermore,
studies from the Dtpsy_3433 homolog in yeast have shown that Frp1 and
Fre1, the ferric reductase transmembrane component from S. pombe and S.
cerevisiae, respectively, are required for both cell surface ferric reductase
activity and ferric iron uptake (3, 28, 29, 38, 91). Thus, it is reasonable to
believe that this domain of Dtpsy_3433 is playing a role in electron transfer
coupled to enzymatic iron transformation on the membrane. The notably
reversibility of ferredoxin-NADP reductase catalyzed reactions (5, 15, 16, 47)
and its significant chemical resemblance to the Fe-S system of the bacterial
electron transfer chains that reduce cytochrome P-450 (8, 45, 47, 92) lead
to the following hypothesized role of Dtpsy_3433 in Fe2+ oxidation. Coupled
with the nitrate/nitrite reduction system, the predicted ferric reductase may
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perform the reverse reaction of ferric reduction: conducting electron transfer
from ferrous iron to nitrate through cytochrome P-450-like intermediates.

Figure 10. Illustration of a common domain configuration in Dtpsy_3433,
yeast ferric reductase, and cytochrome b-245 heavy chain. (Adapted from
Conserved Domain, NCBI)
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Dtpsy_3436 analysis. Besides an N-terminal transmembrane domain of
unknown function, Dtpsy_3436 possesses a C-terminal domain configuration
homologous to sulfite reductase in E.coli and cytochrome P-450 reductase
(Fig. 11). Previous studies of SiR (sulfite reductase) in E. coli revealed that
this multimeric hemoflavoprotein is composed of eight electron-donating
alpha subunits and four catalytic hemoprotein beta subunits. Each alpha
subunit binds one FAD and one FMN as prosthetic groups and contains an
NADPH domain. The electron transfer starts from NADPH to FAD, FMN and
finally to the metal center of the beta subunit where the reduction of sulfite
takes place (39, 47). Reduction of nitrite by plant sulfite reductase, which
showed significant sequence homology to NADPH-SiR of E. coli, has also
been observed, demonstrating the broad substrate diversity of this enzyme
family (24, 72). Thus, the Dtpsy_3436 gene product is apparently another
important component of the electron transport chain in anaerobic Fe2+
oxidation. Its domain structure homology with cytochrome P-450 reductase
and sulfite reductase alpha subunit indicated its potential role as an electron
transfer component of the nitrite/sulfite reductase system that receives
electrons from the putative ferrous iron oxidase (Dtpsy_3433) and transfers
them to a cytochrome in the electron transfer chain which eventually
terminates with the reduction of nitrate.
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Figure 11. Illustration of domain configuration of Dtpsy_3436. (Adapted from
Conserved Domain, NCBI)

Dtpsy_3437 analysis. The connection between Dtpsy_3437, an ApbE
family protein, and anaerobic Fe2+ oxidation metabolism is very vague so far.
Previous research of the ApbE protein in Salmonella typhimurium revealed
its periplasmic location and its role in thiamine synthesis (9, 10). More
recent research identified the FAD-binding motif (13) of some members of
this family and their similarity to NosX protein, another member of the ApbE
family, which has been implicated in nitrous oxide reduction (18). In addition,
ApbE has been suggested to function in Fe-S cluster metabolism by affecting
metal cofactor assembly (100, 101). The latter function is more likely the
case in our study considering the co-expression of the Dtpsy_3433 and
Dtpsy_3436 genes. It is therefore reasonable to predict that Dtpsy_3437
may also play a role in FAD-mediated electron transfer and the normal
functioning of Fe-S protein similar to Dtpsy_3433.
A hypothesized anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe2+ oxidation model.
To conclude, the proteomics and qRT-PCR approach generated both direct
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and indirect evidence for a series of proteins that may be critical components
in the anaerobic nitrate-dependent Fe2+ oxidation pathway in Acidovorax
ebreus strain TPSY. A predicted model of the role of each identified
component is presented (Fig. 12). Briefly, small nutrition molecules such as
Fe2+ and nitrate enter the periplasm through passive diffusion. Fe2+ is
oxidized by the Dtpsy_3433 ferric reductase using a reverse mechanism and
transfers electron to the ferredoxin component of Dtpsy_3433. The electron
is then transferred to Dtpsy_3436 through intermediate quinones like FAD,
FMN, and NADP. The electron is further transferred to cytochromes, and
finally to the nitrate/nitrite reduction system where denitrification occurs,
completing the cycle. Accumulated Fe3+ in the periplasm is exported to the
extracellular space by the Dtpsy_1460, Dtpsy_1461 and Dtpsy_1463 outer
membrane efflux protein complex, preventing the accumulation of
periplasmic iron oxide.
This study serves as an initial attempt to investigate the anaerobic
nitrate-dependent oxidation of Fe2+ at the molecular level. The results of the
current work will provide insight for further research into the identification of
other pathway components and will lead to a more comprehensive
understanding of the molecular genetics of this metabolism.
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Figure 12. Schematic illustration of the putative roles of proteins involved in
anaerobic nitrate dependent Fe2+ oxidation. Electron flow is described in
detail in the text. OM, outer membrane. PP, periplasm. IM, inner membrane.
Cyt, cytochrome.
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SECTION 2

ABSTRACT

Perchlorate is a wide-spread contaminant detected in drinking water
and ground water systems in the United States. The current development of
a highly sensitive enzymatic bioassay for in situ perchlorate concentration
quantification created a need for high-quality and low-cost perchlorate
reductase.
Perchlorate reductase, originally isolated from DPRB (dissimilatory
perchlorate reducing bacteria), is encoded by an operon containing four
genes, pcrABCD. Enzymatically active perchlorate reductase purified by
traditional methods is composed of two structural subunits, PcrA and PcrB,
encoded by the pcrA and pcrB genes, respectively. The lengthy traditional
protein purification process and the slow growth rate of DPRB hinder the
industrial mass production of this enzyme.
In this study, we report an attempt to use E. coli host to overexpress
perchlorate reductase and use a polyhistidine tag to enable ease of the
subsequent purification. The pcrAB genes encoding the structural subunits of
perchlorate reductase were cloned into an expression vector in E. coli. The
purification of the recombinant perchlorate reductase was performed under
strict anaerobic and denaturing conditions and a highly purified form of the
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enzyme was obtained. Possible solutions to avoid the formation of inclusion
bodies while still maintaining the enzyme activity were discussed. This work
proved the feasibility of recombinant perchlorate reductase expression using
an E.coli host and the usefulness of the histidine tag in the purification
process.
In addition, this work provided insights into factors that need to be
taken into future consideration in order to obtain the recombinant enzyme
with full enzymatic activity. As a final goal, this study will contribute to the
development of enzyme-based bioassay for the detection of perchlorate in
the environment by lowering the production and purification cost of its key
component, the perchlorate reductase.
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INTRODUCTION

Toxicity and regulation of perchlorate. Perchlorate (ClO4-), a compound
commonly used in automobile airbags, seat belt pre-tensioner and solid
rocket fuel, is a wide-spread environmental contaminant that has been
detected in both drinking water and groundwater systems in the United
States (9, 15, 39). Perchlorate poses a serious health threat due to its
interference with iodine uptake into the thyroid gland (2, 9, 14, 22, 35, 40).
As a result, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a
recommended Drinking Water Equivalent Level (DWEL) and a “Cleanup
Guidance” for perchlorate of 24.5 µg/L in early 2006. On February 11, 2011,
the EPA issued a "regulatory determination" that perchlorate meets the Safe
Drinking Water Act criteria for regulation as a contaminant, which began a
process to determine what level of contamination is appropriate for
regulation (http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQ-OW2008-0692-2369). Due to the strict requirement of sophisticated
instruments and specialized personnel for the current mass spectrometrybased perchlorate detection method (19), a more cost-effective enzyme
activity-based detection method with higher sensitivity is being pursued (32)
(16) and a bioassay system allowing the detection in the parts per billion
(ppb) range has been achieved (16).
Microbial remediation of perchlorate by dissimilatory perchlorate61

reducing bacteria (DPRB). Despite the increasing concern over
perchlorate contamination, the current strategy for the remediation of
perchlorate mostly relies on microbially mediated biodegradation due to the
chemical stability of perchlorate in the environment and its high solubility in
water (24, 38). It has been known for some time that specialized
microorganisms could couple anaerobic growth to the reduction of chlorate
or perchlorate and completely reduce them to innocuous chloride with simple
organic or inorganic electron donors (1, 6, 7, 12, 20, 25, 26, 31, 33, 42, 43).
These organisms are phylogenetically diverse with members belonging to the
α-, β-, γ-, and ε-subclass of the Proteobacteria (9, 12, 20, 29). The majority
are in the β-Proteobacteria and are members of the genus Dechloromonas or
Dechlorosoma (1, 12). A recent report of the discovery of a gram-positive
thermophilic bacterium, Moorella perchloratireducens sp. nov., capable of
perchlorate reduction (3) shows the broad distribution of perchlorate
reduction metabolism among prokaryotes. Physiological studies have
demonstrated that many of the known DPRB possess a broad range of
metabolic capacities including the oxidation of hydrogen (28), simple organic
molecules (6, 12), aromatic hydrocarbons (10), reduced humic substances
(10, 11), ferrous iron (6, 7, 12, 20), and hydrogen sulfide (6, 12).
The perchlorate reduction pathway. The DPRB mediated perchlorate
reduction pathway consists of two central enzymes: perchlorate reductase
and chlorite dismutase. Illustrated bellow (Fig. 1), perchlorate reductase
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reduces perchlorate to chlorite in the first step of the pathway. The formed
chlorite is subsequently converted to chloride and water in the presence of
reductive force (5, 9).

Figure 1. Illustration of the perchlorate reduction pathway of DPRB.

Perchlorate reductase. Perchlorate reductase, originally identified in
dissimilatory perchlorate-reducing bacteria (DPRB), is encoded by operon
pcrABCD. This operon encodes two structural subunits (PcrA and PcrB), a
cytochrome (PcrC), and a molybdenum chaperone subunit (PcrD). The
structural PcrA subunit is an electron transfer protein of approximately 96
kDa possessing a pterin molybdenum cofactor and iron-sulfur centers. The
other structural subunit PcrB is a polypeptide of approximately 40 kDa that
has four cysteine-rich clusters for Fe-S center binding which are likely
responsible for electron transfer to the molybdopterin-containing PcrA
subunit. The PcrC subunit is a c-type cytochrome of approximately 25 kDa
responsible for connecting the reductase to the membrane. The PcrD subunit
is thought to be a system-specific molybdenum chaperone protein of
approximately 25 kDa (5). Recent research revealed that functional
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perchlorate reductase purified by traditional methods is only composed of
the two structural subunits, PcrA and PcrB. The PcrC subunit is believed to
be lost during the purification of the enzyme with no affect on enzyme
activity. The PcrD subunit is believed to be involved in the assembly of the
mature perchlorate reductase prior to periplasmic translocation but not to be
part of the active enzyme (18, 30).
Significance of this study. The traditional perchlorate reductase
purification procedure is not cost-effective for industrial application for
several reasons: the extremely slow growth rate of most DPRB (6, 8, 12),
the complicated environmental factors that influence the induction of the
enzyme (5, 8), and the lengthy purification procedure that requires highly
specialized instruments and technicians (18, 30). Thus, a more cost-effective
and less time-consuming perchlorate reductase expression and purification
scheme is needed. In this study, we report the heterologous over-expression
of perchlorate reductase in E. coli and the usefulness of a histidine-tag in the
process of purification.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Genomic DNA extraction. Genomic DNA extraction was conducted using
the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (QIAGEN). In brief, Dechloromonas aromatica
RCB cells were harvested from a 1.5-ml overnight culture by centrifugation
at 7,500×g for 5 min. Cell pellets were resuspended in 180 µl Buffer ATL.
Cells were lysed by the addition of 20 μl proteinase K and incubated at 56°C
for 10-20 min. Occasional vortexing was performed during incubation to
disperse the sample. After the complete lysis of the cells, the lysate sample
was vortexed for 15 s. Buffer AL (200 μl) was added to the sample and
mixed thoroughly by vortexing. Ethanol (96–100%, 200 μl) was then added
and the mixture was vortexed. The sample mixture was transferred using a
pipet into the DNeasy Mini Spin Column placed in a 2-ml Collection Tube and
centrifuged at 6000 x g for 1 min. The flow-through and collection tube were
discarded. Then the DNeasy Mini Spin Column was place in a new 2-ml
Collection Tube. Buffer AW1 (500 μl) was added to the column and
centrifuged at 6000 x g for 1 min. The flow-through and collection tube were
discarded. The DNeasy Mini Spin Column was placed in a new 2-ml collection
tube. Buffer AW2 (500 μl) was added and centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 3
min to dry the DNeasy membrane. The flow-through and collection tube
were discarded. The DNeasy Mini Spin Column was place in a clean 2-ml
microcentrifuge tube and Buffer AE (200 μl) was pipetted directly onto the
DNeasy membrane. After an incubation at room temperature for 1 min,
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genomic DNA was eluted by centrifugation at 6000 x g for 1 min.
PCR amplification. PCR amplification was performed using the Pfx50 DNA
Polymerase PCR system (Invitrogen). Primers (Table 1) were synthesized by
Integrated DNA Technologies. A 50-µl PCR reaction containing 5 µl Pfx50
PCR Mix (10X), 1.5 µl dNTP Mix (10 mM), 2 µl primer mix (10 µM each), 1 µl
Dechloromonas aromatica RCB genomic DNA, 1 µl Pfx50 DNA Polymerase,
and 38.5 µl double-distilled water was subjected to the following PCR
protocol: initial denaturation at 94oC for 5 min followed by 35 cycles of
denaturation at 94oC for 30 seconds, annealing at 60oC for 1 min and
extension at 72oC for 1 min, followed by a final extension at 72oC for 5 min.
The PCR product was analyzed by agarose gel (0.7%) electrophoresis.
Table 1. Primers used in PCR.
Primer

Sequence

pAB forward

CACCATGGTTCAAATGACACGAAGA

pAB reverse

GGTCAAAGGAGAAATCATCAT

pBAD-Reverse

GATTTAATCTGTATCAGG

Txn-Forward

TTCCTCGACGCTAACCTG

Expression vector construction and transformation. The successfully
amplified PCR product was inserted into the expression vector pBAD202/DTOPO (Invitrogen) according to the instructions provided. In brief, the
cloning reaction (6 µl) containing fresh PCR product (2 µl), Salt Solution (1
µl), sterile water (2 µl), and TOPO vector (1 µl) was prepared in a
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microcentrifuge tube, mixed gently using a pipet and incubated in room
temperature for 5 min. The reaction was stored on ice after the incubation.
The cloning reaction (3 µl) was added into a vial of One Shot TOP10
Chemically Competent E. coli cells (Invitrogen), mixed gently and incubated
on ice for 20 min. The cells were heat-shocked at 42oC for 30 seconds
without shaking and the tube was immediately transferred onto ice. Roomtemperature S.O.C. medium (250 µL, Invitrogen) was added to the tube.
The tube was tightly capped and shaken horizontally at 200 RPM at 37oC for
1 hour. Transformed cells (100 µL) were spread on a pre-warmed LB +
kanamycin (25 µg/ml) plate and incubated overnight at 37oC.
Plasmid preparation. Plasmid preparation was performed using the
Plasmid Mini Prep kit (QIAGEN). In brief, E. coli colonies harboring the
expression plasmid vector with the pcrAB insert (named plasmid pAB) were
picked, grown overnight in LB + kanamycin, and 1 ml of the culture was
harvested in a microcentrifuge tube by centrifugation at 12,000 × g for 1
min. Cell pellets were resuspended in Buffer P1 (250 μl). Buffer P2 (250 μl)
was added to the tube and mixed thoroughly by inverting the tube 4–6 times
to lyse the cells. Then Buffer N3 (350 μl) was added and mixed immediately
by inverting the tube 4–6 times. The tube was centrifuged for 12,000 × g for
10 min to pellet the proteins and genomic DNA. The supernatant was
transferred to the QIAprep spin column by pipetting. The column was
centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 30–60 s and the flow-through was discarded.
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The QIAprep spin column was washed by adding Buffer PB (0.5 ml) and
centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 30–60 s. The flow-through was discarded. The
QIAprep spin column was washed again by adding Buffer PE (0.75 ml) and
centrifuged at 12,000 ×g for 30–60 s. After the flow-through was discarded,
the column was centrifuged at 12,000 × g for an additional 1 min to remove
residual wash buffer. The QIAprep column was then placed in a clean 1.5 ml
microcentrifuge tube. Buffer EB (50 μl) was added directly to the center of
the spin column. The column was allowed to stand for 1 min and centrifuged
at 12,000 × g for 1 min to elute the plasmid DNA.
Restriction enzyme digest. Restriction enzymes used in this study were
purchased from Promega and restriction digests were performed according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, a reaction of 20 µl containing
plasmid DNA (1 µl), restriction enzyme (1 µl), 10× buffer (2 µl), and
nuclease-free water (16 µl) was incubated at 37oC for 1 hour in a heat block
followed by heat-inactivation at 65oC for 15 min. The digestion products
were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
Cell cultivation and recombinant protein expression induction.
Manipulation of the anaerobic cell cultures was conducted in an anaerobic
hood unless otherwise specified. LB + kanamycin (25 µg/ml) medium (50 ml)
in a 250-ml flask was inoculated with 0.5 ml of an overnight E.coli culture
transformed with pAB and was incubated at 37oC in an anaerobic candle jar.
An anaerobic environment was achieved using a H2-CO2 gas pack (BD BBL
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Anaerobic System). Arabinose from a sterile anaerobic stock solution was
added to the culture at early log phase (OD600=0.5) to a final concentration
of 0.2% to induce the expression of the pcrAB genes. After incubation for 6
hours, the 50-ml culture was transferred to a 50-ml centrifuge tube and cells
were collected by centrifugation at 7,500 × g for 15 min.
Purification. All reagents used in the anaerobic purification process were
prepared under anoxic conditions and all the purification procedures were
performed in an anaerobic glove box unless otherwise specified. The
recombinant protein purification was performed using the Ni-NTA Purification
System (Invitrogen). In brief, the Ni-NTA column was prepared using the
following protocol: Ni-NTA resin (2 ml) was poured into a 10-ml Purification
Column, the resin was allowed to settle completely by gravity for 15 min
after which the resin was resuspended in sterile distilled water (6 ml). After
the supernatant was discarded, the resin was resuspended in Denaturing
Binding Buffer (6 ml) and allowed to settle; the supernatant was discarded.
The harvested cell pellets with the expressed recombinant protein were
resuspended in Guanidinium Lysis Buffer (8 ml) with Sarkosyl (0.2%) and
incubated on a rocking platform for 10 min to ensure thorough cell lysis. The
cell lysate was sonicated on ice with ten 10-second pulses at medium
intensity. The lysate was centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 20 min to pellet the
cellular debris. The supernatant was loaded onto the previously prepared NiNTA column. The column was incubated at room temperature with gentle
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agitation for 30 minutes. The resin was allowed to settle and the
supernatant was stored at 4oC. Then the resin was washed twice with
Denaturing Binding Buffer (4 ml) for 2 min and allowed to settle. The
supernatant was stored at 4oC. The resin was washed three additional times
with the following buffers in order: Denaturing Wash Buffer with 1 mM
Sodium Dithionite (pH 6.0, 4 ml), Denaturing Wash Buffer with 1 mM
Sodium Dithionite (pH 5.3, 4 ml) and Denaturing Wash Buffer with 1 mM
Sodium Dithionite (pH 4.0, 4 ml). The supernatant from the above three
wash steps were individually stored at 4oC until use.
Protein sample preparation and SDS-PAGE. SDS-PAGE was performed
using the mini PROTEAN protein electrophoresis system (Bio-Rad). Protein
samples collected from each purification step were subjected to TCA
(trichloroacetic acid) precipitation. In brief, one volume of cold TCA was
added to 4 volumes of protein sample in a microcentrifuge tube and
incubated on ice for 10 min. The tube was centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 5
min to pellet the proteins and the supernatant was discarded. The protein
pellet was washed twice with cold acetone (200 µl). Protein pellets were
collected at the bottom of the tube by centrifugation at 12,000 × g for 5 min.
The tube was then placed in a 95oC heat block for 5 min to dry the pellets.
After the completion of the TCA precipitation, the protein pellets were
resuspended in SDS loading buffer (63 mM Tris HCl, 10% glycerol, 2% SDS,
0.0025% bromophenol blue, pH 6.8, 5-10 µl). Then the sample was heated
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in a boiling water bath for 5 min and loaded onto an 11% hand-casted PAGE
gel. Electrophoresis was performed at 200V constant for 50 min. The gel was
rinsed in water for 5 min three times before staining with SimplyBlue
SafeStain (Invitrogen) for 1-2 hours.
Western blot. Electrophoretic transfer was performed using the Mini
Trans-Blot electrophoretic transfer cell (Bio-Rad). In brief, the SDS-PAGE gel
was rinsed in transfer buffer (25 mM Tris, pH 8.3, 192 mM glycine, 20%
methanol, 0.1% SDS). A piece of nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad) cut to
the size of the gel was soaked in transfer buffer for 2 min and then rinsed in
deionized water for 2 min. The gel transfer sandwich was assembled in a gel
holder cassette with the following items in order (from bottom to top): one
pre-wetted fiber pad on the grey side of the cassette, a sheet of filter paper
(Whatman) cut to the size of the gel, the equilibrated gel, pre-wetted
membrane, a piece of filter paper, and another pre-wetted fiber pad. A glass
roller was used to gently roll out any air bubbles that formed between the
sandwich layers. The cassette was closed firmly and inserted into the module.
The module and the frozen blue cooling unit were placed in the tank which
was then filled with transfer buffer. A stir bar was added to the tank to
maintain even buffer temperature. The transfer was carried out at 200 V
constant for 2 hours at 4oC. Upon the completion of the electrophoretic
transfer, the membrane was blocked in 1 × TBST buffer (2.5 mM Tris, 15
mM NaCl, 0.005% Tween 20) with 5% non-fat milk at room temperature for
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1 hour. The membrane was then incubated in 10,000-fold diluted primary
antibody (rabbit-anti-PCR IgG) for 1 hour. The membrane was washed with
TBST buffer for 10 min three times and then incubated in 25,000-fold diluted
secondary antibody (anti-rabbit IgG attached to horseradish peroxidase) at
room temperature for 2 hours. The membrane was washed with TBST for 10
min three more times and then presented to substrate for 5 minutes. Film
development was performed using an autodeveloper.
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RESULTS

Expression vector confirmation. The construction of the expression
vector pAB is illustrated in Fig. 2. Restriction enzyme (Sma I) digest
confirmed the size of the vector with the insert to be 8.2 kb (Fig. 3, lane 1,
lane 2). The correct location and orientation of the insert were further
validated by a cross-primers PCR method. PCR was performed using a pcrAB
Forward primer and a pBAD-Reverse primer and again using a Txn-Forward
primer and a pcrAB Reverse primer which generated PCR products of 3.8 kb
and 3.9 kb in size, respectively (Fig. 3, lane 4, lane 7), which is in
accordance with the insertion orientation as illustrated (Fig. 2).
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pcrAB Forward
Priming site

pcrAB Reverse
Priming site

3.7 kb

4.5 kb

Figure 2. Expression vector pBAD-pcrAB. SmaI cutting site and priming sites
of primers used in cross-primer PCR are indicated by arrows. (Adapted from
product manual, Invitrogen)
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Figure 3. Agarose gel analysis of SmaI-digested pAB and its cross-primer
PCR products. Lane 1, pAB; lane 2, pAB digested by Sma I; lane 3, 10 kb
size marker; lane 4, PCR primer pair: pcrAB Forward + pBAD Reverse; lane
5, PCR primer pair: pcrAB Forward + pcrAB Reverse; lane 6, PCR primer pair:
Txn Forward + pBAD Reverse; lane 7, PCR primer pair: Txn Forward +
pcrAB Reverse.
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Target protein expression and confirmation. The SDS-PAGE analysis
of E.coli cells expressing the recombinant PcrAB showed the successful
expression of both PcrA and PcrB subunits (Fig. 4, lane 5) when compared to
the untransformed and uninduced controls (Fig. 4, lane 1 and lane 2). The
N-terminal thioredoxin fusion protein added 13 kDa to the PcrA subunit and
made final size of the Thio-PcrA 109 kDa, which appeared as a band at the
top of the gel (Fig. 4, lane 5). The 6 × histidine tag added 5 kDa to the
expressed PcrB subunit and made the final size of PcrB-His 45 kDa, which
appeared as a thin band in the middle of the gel (Fig. 4, Lane 5).
Western blot analysis verified the identity of the expressed proteins
(Fig. 5). The band signals of Thio-PcrA (109 kDa) and PcrB-His (45 kDa)
proteins (Fig. 5, lane 3) were clearly identified by comparing to
untransformed and uninduced controls (Fig. 5, lane 1, lane 2). A few nonspecific band signals were also observed (Fig. 5, lane 3). This could be
caused by the quality of the antibody since similar band signals were also
observed in the controls (Fig. 5, lane 1 and lane 2).
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Figure 4. SDS-PAGE analysis of the expression of recombinant PcrAB protein.
Lane 1, plasmid free E. coli cells; lane 2, uninduced pAB harboring E. coli
cells; lane 3, E. coli cells expressing recombinant PcrA; lane 4, E. coli cells
expressing recombinant PcrB; lane 5, E. coli cells expressing PcrAB; lane 6,
native perchlorate reductase PcrAB from D. aromatica RCB.
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Figure 5. Western blot analysis of E.coli cells expressing recombinant PcrAB
protein. Lane 1, plasmid free E.coli; lane 2, E.coli cells harboring pAB,
uninduced; lane 3, E.coli cells expressing PcrAB; lane 4 and lane 5,
perchlorate reductase PcrAB from D. aromatica RCB.
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Purification of the recombinant proteins. Our initial attempt to purify
PcrAB under native conditions was not successful because the expressed
recombinant PcrAB accumulated in insoluble inclusion bodies. Thus,
guanidine lysis buffer-based denaturing conditions were utilized with
sarkosyl as an inclusion body solubilizer. The SDS-PAGE results showed the
co-purification of PcrA and PcrB subunits (Fig. 6). When the pH of the wash
buffer was decreased to 6.0, a small amount of PcrA and PcrB began to elute
from the column (Fig. 6, lane 7). When the pH of the wash buffer was
further decreased to 5.3, most of the resin-bound PcrA and PcrB was eluted
with little contamination from other proteins (Fig. 6, lane 8). The remaining
PcrA and PcrB were eluted when the pH was decreased to 4.0 (Fig. 6. Lane
9). The pH 5.3 and pH 4.0 eluent fractions were combined. The purified
PcrAB sample was sent to Dr. Coates’s lab in University of California at
Berkeley to be dialyzed and refolded. However, the sample after the
renaturation process did not show any enzymatic activity.
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Figure 6. SDS-PAGE analysis of the purification of recombinant PcrAB protein.
Lane 1, lane 10, perchlorate reductase from Dechloromonas RCB; lane 2,
pAB harboring E. coli lysate, uninduced, control; lane 3, pAB harboring E.
coli lysate, induced; lane 4, pAB harboring E. coli lysate supernatant; lane 5,
flow-through supernatant after binding with column; lane 6, column wash
through, pH 7.8; lane 7, column wash through, pH 6.0; lane 8, column wash
through, pH 5.3; lane 9, column wash through, pH 4.0.
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DISCUSSION
Location of the 6 × histidine tag on the recombinant enzyme. To
determine the proper location of the 6 × histidine tag, structural information
about the PcrAB complex was required. This was mostly obtained from
examining nitrate reductase, a close relative of perchlorate reductase in the
type II DMSO reductase family (5, 27). The nitrate reductase encoded by the
narGHIJ operon shares significant functional subunit similarity with the
perchlorate reductase, with NarG and NarH being the structural subunits,
NarI being the cytochrome and NarJ being the chaperone (41). Previous
crystal structural studies of nitrate reductase revealed that the C-terminal of
the NarH subunit is free of any space inhibition in NarGH complex (17).
Considering that the PcrAB complex could employ a similar structure, the 6 x
histidine tag sequence was added downstream of pcrAB so that the 6 x
histidine tag would be fused to the C-terminal of the recombinant PcrB.
The thioredoxin fusion protein. The thioredoxin sequence on the pBAD
plasmid was added upstream of the pAB gene to express the thioredoxin as
a fusion protein tag to the recombinant PcrAB protein since this fusion tag
has previously been shown to improve the expression rate and solubility of
foreign proteins (21). However, the thioredoxin fusion protein did not help
with the solubility of PcrAB in this study.
Expression optimization. A series of procedures were performed to avoid
the formation of inclusion bodies and increase the solubility of the expressed
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protein. The use of sarkosyl at a low concentration as an inclusion body
solubilizer was previously reported to be able to maintain the native activity
of the heterologously expressed actin in E. coli (13). However, sarkosyl
(0.2%) in native lysis conditions did not result in the solubilization of the
formed inclusion bodies.
Previous research reported that the co-expression of chaperone
proteins helped the folding and the solubility of heterologous recombinant
proteins (23). However, the attempt to amplify and clone the entire
perchlorate reductase operon pcrABCD did not succeed. The reason might be
that the size of the pcrABCD (5.3kb) operon exceeded the appropriate
accommodation threshold of the pBAD vector. An alternative was to express
PcrD in another expression plasmid with a different antibiotic selective
marker. The additional cost of antibiotic would compromise the initial goal as
to increase the production rate while lowering the cost of this enzyme.
The third attempt made was adding NO3- (10 mM) to the culture
medium to induce the expression of nitrate reductase and see if the nitrate
reductase chaperon NarJ, the homolog of perchlorate reductase chaperone
PcrD, could help with the folding and solubility of PcrAB. However, this
approach did not yield a detectable amount of soluble PcrAB.
The approach of lowering the induction temperature (30oC, 24oC and
16oC) combined with a lower concentration of inducing agent (0.02% and
0.002% arabinose) did not yield soluble PcrAB.
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Other expression optimization approaches to be considered. One
solution could be switching to a different E.coli strain. Different E.coli strains
tend to have different genetic responses to foreign recombinant proteins and
different cytoplasmic protein expression environment like pH and redox state,
which may favor the expression of some recombinant proteins while disfavor
the others (34, 37). The second solution may still lie in the co-expression of
perchlorate chaperone proteins. Co-expression of chaperone proteins has
long been shown to be an important factor of the correct folding for
heterologous recombinant proteins, thus preventing the insolubility of
misfolded proteins and the formation of inclusion bodies (4, 36). Due to the
large size of the perchlorate reductase gene operon, the construction of an
expression vector accommodating the entire pcrABCD operon becomes an
obstacle. An expression vector that is able to accept a large size insertionsequence will be needed for effective cloning and transformation.
Importance of this study. Although the purified PcrAB protein did not
possess enzyme activity, this work demonstrated the feasibility of using an
E.coli host to express perchlorate reductase and the effectiveness of using a
histidine-tag in the purification process. This purification methodology could
also be applied to similar proteins in the type II DMSO family. In addition,
this work provided an experimental platform on which further expression
optimization could be performed in order to obtain soluble perchlorate
reductase with full enzymatic activity.
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